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William Maley1

*O�IFS�HSFBU�CPPL The Origins of Totalitarianism, 
the philosopher Hannah Arendt poignantly 
captured the misery faced by refugees from the 
#PMTIFWJL�SFWPMVUJPO�BOE�UIF�3VTTJBO�DJWJM�XBS�PG�
1918–1920: ‘Once they had left their homeland 
they remained homeless, once they had left 
their state they became stateless; once they had 
been deprived of their human rights they were 
rightless, the scum of the earth.’2 In the times 
in which we are living, there is a vastly more 
developed architecture for delivering protection 
and assistance to refugees,3� CVU� UIF� SJTL� UIBU�
at least some refugees will be treated as the 
scum of the earth remains nearly as great. One 
NJHIU�IBWF�IPQFE�UIBU�UIPTF�øFFJOH�QFSTFDVUJPO�
would receive a welcoming hand from liberal 
democracies, but that is often not the case. 
While Western states may laud those refugees 
whom they carefully choose for resettlement on 
UIF� CBTJT� PG� PDDVQBUJPOBM� BOE� MBOHVBHF� TLJMMT�
those who act on their own rather than wait for 
CVSFBVDSBDJFT� UP� SFTDVF� UIFN� BSF� MJLFMZ� UP� CF�
on the receiving end of denigration or abuse, 
BOE� JO� "VTUSBMJB� UP� CF� MPDLFE� JO� EFUFOUJPO�
DFOUSFT� GPS� MPOH� QFSJPET�� :FU� XF� LOPX� GSPN�
substantial experience that those who arrive in 
"VTUSBMJB� BT� BTZMVN� TFFLFST� BSF� IJHIMZ� MJLFMZ� UP�
CF�øFFJOH�USVMZ�DBUBTUSPQIJD�FOWJSPONFOUT�UIBU�
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no Australian politician would tolerate for any 
length of time, and that the vast majority of 
UIFN�BSF�IJHIMZ�MJLFMZ�UP�CF�GPVOE�UP�CF�AHFOVJOF��
refugees. And the irony of this situation is that 
XIJMF� UIPTF�XIP� EFOJHSBUF� BTZMVN� TFFLFST� BSF�
PGUFO�TIPDLJOH�JO�UIFJS�DPBSTFOFTT�BOE�WVMHBSJUZ�
many refugees through the medium of artistic 
expression display a sensitivity that puts their 
critics to shame.

Becoming a Refugee

One of the peculiarities of the human condition 
is that so many of an individual’s life chances 
depend on the arbitrary accident of birthplace. 
Indeed, one scholar has used the metaphor of 
the ‘birthright lottery’ to capture this oddity.4 
"MM� UPP� SBSFMZ� EP� SFTJEFOUT� PG� MVDLZ� DPVOUSJFT�
consider this aspect of their fortune. Instead, 
NBOZ� TFFN� UP� UIJOL� UIBU� JU� TJNQMZ� SFøFDUT� UIF�
natural order of things: that the serendipity that 
led someone to be born in Sydney or Melbourne 
rather than Mogadishu or Kabul somehow 
NBLFT�IJN�PS�IFS�B�TVQFSJPS�CFJOH�BT�XFMM��5IF�
phenomenon of the refugee disrupts this order, 
and some of those who deride refugees come 
perilously close to arguing that they should go 
CBDL� UP�AXIFSF� UIFZ� CFMPOH�� XJUIPVU� SFøFDUJOH�
on how such claims of stations in life might be 
morally justi!ed.

Refugees are perhaps best viewed as a 
consequence of the failure, albeit at the margin, 
of a system of world order based on the idea of 
the sovereign state as the basic unit or building-
CMPDL��5IF� JEFB�PG�TPWFSFJHOUZ�DMBTTJDBMMZ�EBUFE�
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Freeing Refugees: The Roles of Art
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CBDL�UP�UIF�1FBDF�PG�8FTUQIBMJB�PG������ JT�OPU�
BT�TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE�BT�POF�NJHIU�UIJOL��1PMJUJDJBOT�
who see border control as central to sovereignty 
typically do not understand how recent in 
provenance is that idea. Passports and visas as 
mechanisms for the regulation of population 
movement came into widespread use only in the  
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.5 
The language of sovereignty has historically 
been much more intimately concerned with 
what happens within borders than it is with 
population movement, to the extent that one 
XFMM�LOPXO�DPNNFOUBUPS�IBT�HPOF�TP�GBS�BT�UP�
describe sovereignty as ‘organised hypocrisy’.6 
The virtue of a well-functioning system of states 
is that it creates a body of substantial agents with 
responsibility for protecting ordinary people. 
Unfortunately, some states conspicuously 
fail this test, either because they consciously 
persecute their own people, or because they are 
incapable of giving them meaningful protection 
against other predatory forces. Those who 
øFF� TVDI� BO� FOWJSPONFOU� BSF� QSPQFSMZ� DBMMFE�
refugees. Emma Haddad has reminded us of the 
OFFE�UP�AUBLF�JOUP�BDDPVOU�UIF�WFSZ�TUSVDUVSF�PG�
the international system within which states 
act’, adding that with its ‘insistence on separate 
territorial states with clearly de!ned borders 
and populations, this structure is in large part 
responsible for the creation of refugees’.7 There 
is a strong case for claiming that those states 
and populations that bene!t from this system 
owe special duties to those whom the system 
fails.

The realisation that refugees could not simply be 
left to rot, combined with the failure to prevent 
the horrors of the Holocaust, contributed to 
the development of a speci!c legal regime to 
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de!ne a refugee and to elaborate some of the 
rights which refugees could claim. This regime 
was embodied in the 1951 Convention Relating 
to the Status of Refugees�UP�XIJDI�UIF�.FO[JFT�
(PWFSONFOU� BDDFEFE� JO� ������ "SUJDMF� �"	�
�
classes as a refugee a person who ‘owing to well-
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons 
of race, religion, nationality, membership of 
a particular social group or political opinion, 
is outside the country of his nationality and 
is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to 
avail himself of the protection of that country’. 
This de!nition has many complexities,8 but it is 
important to note that there is no requirement 
that a refugee fear persecution by a state, and 
no requirement that an individual actually 
experience persecution before becoming a 
refugee. There is not even a requirement that 
POF� øFF� BDSPTT� B� CPSEFS�� TPNFUJNFT� QFPQMF�
become refugees because circumstances 
change in their country while they happen to 
be abroad (refugees sur place
��5IF�LFZ�SFGVHFF�
right is that of non-refoulement in Article 33.1 
— ‘No contracting State shall expel or return 
(“refouler”) a refugee in any manner whatsoever 
to the frontiers of territories where his life or 
freedom would be threatened on account of 
his race, religion, nationality, membership of a 
particular social group or political opinion.’

This legal regime has protected very large 
OVNCFST� PG� QFPQMF� CVU� JUT� XFBLOFTT� JT� UIBU�
by focusing simply on persecution for a 
limited number of reasons, it fails to cover the 
circumstances of many people whom it would 
CF� HSPTTMZ� JOIVNBOF� UP� GPSDF� CBDL� UP� UIFJS�
country of nationality—for example, those who 
might be caught in the cross!re if their country 
IBQQFOT�UP�CF�B�XBS�[POF��5IF�SFTVMU�IBT�CFFO�
the emergence of de!nitions of ‘refugee’ that 
depart from the legal de!nition, but arguably 
coincide better with what an ordinary person 
NJHIU� UBLF� B� SFGVHFF� UP� CF�� 'PS� FYBNQMF� POF�
justly renowned study de!nes refugees as 
‘persons whose presence abroad is attributable 

�� �(VZ�4��(PPEXJO�(JMM�BOE�+BOF�.D"EBN�The Refugee 
in International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007).
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to a well-founded fear of violence, as might be 
established by impartial experts with adequate 
information’.9�5IF�OFFET�PG�SFGVHFFT�PG�UIJT�LJOE�
TIPVME�OFWFS�CF�PWFSMPPLFE�

Australia has a patchy record where refugees 
are concerned. On the one hand, it does annually 
resettle a number of refugees recommended 
to it by the O"ce of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, and over time, 
very large numbers have bene!ted from this 
program and come to love Australia as a result. 
#VU�UIBU�TBJE�UIFSF�BSF�UXP�OPUBCMF�XFBLOFTTFT�
in the present operation of Australia’s so-called 
O#shore Humanitarian Program. One is that 
the majority of places are not for ‘refugees’ in 
the strict sense of the term, but for those who 
meet the criteria of the ‘Special Humanitarian 
Program’. One of these criteria is the presence 
of a sponsor in Australia, and of course, most 
refugees in the world have no prospect of 
PCUBJOJOH�TVDI�TQPOTPSTIJQ��5IF�PUIFS�XFBLOFTT�
JT� UIBU� UIPTF� XIP� BSF� TJDL� PS� EJTBCMFE� DBO� CF�
denied a visa,10 and since it is often just such 
refugees whose needs are greatest, the claim 
that o#shore resettlement places help the 
neediest refugees is spurious.11

On the other hand, Australia’s recent treatment 
PG� BTZMVN� TFFLFST� XIP� BSSJWF� XJUIPVU�
being bureaucratically approved has shown 
HPWFSONFOUT� PG� EJWFSTF� QPMJUJDBM� CBDLHSPVOET�
at their very worst. This is ironic, because it is to 
SFGVHFFT�PG�UIJT�LJOE�BSSJWJOH�BU�UIF�CPSEFS�BOE�
TFFLJOH�QSPUFDUJPO�UIBU�"VTUSBMJB�BDUVBMMZ�PXFT�
obligations under the 1951 Convention. The 
EFNPOJTBUJPO� PG� BTZMVN� TFFLFST� IBT� NVDI� UP�

�� �;PMCFSH�"SJTUJEF�3��"TUSJ�4VISLF�BOE�4FSHJP�"HVBZP�
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the Developing World�	/FX�:PSL��0YGPSE�6OJWFSTJUZ�
Press, 1989) p. 33.
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Disability (Canberra: Parliament of the Commonwealth 
of Australia, 2010) pp. 129–138.
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Liberal Democracy and the Response to Refugees 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) p. 
192.

do with the rise of racist groups such as the One 
Nation party of Pauline Hanson, preoccupied 
with refugee movements, whose erstwhile 
supporters the major parties have on occasion 
sought to woo. This has led to what one might 
call ‘soft Hansonism’ across the wider political 
spectrum.12 It has been augmented by an absurd 
panic about the activities of ‘people smugglers’, 
and a particular paranoia about refugees who 
happen to be Muslims.13� 5IF� QSFDJTF� LJOET�
of policies that have been used to deter or 
QVOJTI� TVDI� BTZMVN� TFFLJOH� IBWF� WBSJFE� GSPN�
government to government, but a staple of policy 
for nearly two decades has been the mandatory 
detention of ‘undocumented arrivals’. This has 
often lasted for years before people have been 
recognised as refugees and received security 
clearances, and the psychological e#ects have 
proved devastating for those who came across 
UIF� TFBT� UIJOLJOH� XF� IBE� CPVOEMFTT� QMBJOT� UP�
share. A large proportion of them have come 
from the troubled land of Afghanistan.

Refugees from Afghanistan

In April 1978, a communist coup in Afghanistan’s 
capital Kabul triggered what were to be decades 
of disruption for that country. The new Marxist 
rulers responded with violence and terror when 
ordinary people resisted their radical policies; the 
USSR invaded Afghanistan in December 1979 in 
order to secure the position of what it saw as 
a vulnerable pro-Soviet elite; and thereafter 
Afghanistan was plunged into a trans-national 
war that ravaged many parts of the country. 
One of the main consequences of the war was 

12� �4FF�$IBOESBO�,VLBUIBT�BOE�8JMMJBN�.BMFZ�The Last 
Refuge: Hard and Soft Hansonism in Contemporary 
Australian Politics (Sydney: Issue Analysis No. 4, Centre 
for Independent Studies, 1998), and William Maley, 
‘Fear, Asylum, and Hansonism in Australian Politics, 
Dialogue, vol. 29, no. 2 (2010), pp.10–19.

13  William Maley, ‘Australian Approaches to Dealing 
with Muslim Militancy’, in Muslims in Australia: The 
Dynamics of Exclusion and Inclusion, ed. Samina 
Yasmeen (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press) pp. 
270–290.
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massive population displacement.14 By 1 January 
1990, out of a pre-war population estimated at 
13.05 million, a staggering 6.2 million Afghans 
were living outside the country as refugees.15 
5IF�CVML�PG�UIF�SFGVHFFT�XFSF�MPDBUFE�JO�1BLJTUBO�
BOE�*SBO�BOE�UIF�WBTU�NBKPSJUZ�JO�1BLJTUBO�XFSF�
ethnic Pushtuns from regions adjacent to the 
‘Durand Line’ that separated Afghanistan and 
1BLJTUBO�� $PNQBSBUJWFMZ� GFX� SFGVHFFT� TPVHIU�
to move to more remote parts of the world: 
they entertained high hopes of returning to 
Afghanistan, and when the communist regime 
öOBMMZ�DPMMBQTFE� JO�"QSJM������ UIFSF�UPPL�QMBDF�
the largest and fastest spontaneous repatriation 
of refugees in UNHCR’s history.

Unhappily, the decade following the collapse of 
the communist regime was to prove turbulent and 
disruptive. The state had collapsed, but a ferocious 
struggle ensued for control of the symbols of state 
power, most importantly the capital city, Kabul. 
Divided between various armed groups after April 
1992, it witnessed !erce battles and gruesome 
massacres.16� 5IF� FNFSHFODF� PG� UIF� 1BLJTUBO�
CBDLFE�5BMJCBO�NPWFNFOU�XIJDI�TFJ[FE�,BOEBIBS�
in 1994, Herat in 1995, and Kabul in 1996, brought 
its own brand of carnage, and to capture the 
øBWPVS�PG�XIBU�UIF�5BMJCBO�XFSF�DBQBCMF�PG�EPJOH�
it is useful to quote an account (by the UN’s Rupert 
$PMWJMMF
� PG� B� 5BMJCBO� NBTTBDSF� JO� .B[BS�F� 4IBSJG�
in August 1998 that largely escaped international 
attention:

14  Susanne Schmeidl and William Maley, ‘The Case 
of the Afghan Refugee Population: Finding Durable 
Solutions in Contested Transitions’, in Protracted 
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Adelman (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008) pp. 131–179.

15  William Maley, The Afghanistan Wars�	/FX�:PSL��
Palgrave Macmillan, 2009) p. 60.

16  See Afghanistan Justice Project, Casting Shadows: 
War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity 1978–2001 
(Kabul: Afghanistan Justice Project, 2005); Human 
Rights Watch, Blood-Stained Hands: Past Atrocities in 
Kabul and Afghanistan’s Legacy of Impunity 	/FX�:PSL��
Human Rights Watch, 2005); and William Maley, ‘Human 
Rights in Afghanistan’, in Islam and Human Rights in 
Practice: Perspectives Across the Ummah, eds Shahram 
"LCBS[BEFI�BOE�#FOKBNJO�.BD2VFFO�	/FX�:PSL��
Routledge, 2008) pp. 89–107.

Some were shot on the streets. Many were 
executed in their own homes, after areas of the 
UPXO�LOPXO�UP�CF�JOIBCJUFE�CZ�UIFJS�FUIOJD�HSPVQ�
had been systematically sealed o# and searched. 
Some were boiled or asphyxiated to death 
after being left crammed inside sealed metal 
containers under a hot August sun. In at least 
one hospital, as many as 30 patients were shot 
as they lay helplessly in their beds. The bodies 
of many of the victims were left on the streets 
PS�JO�UIFJS�IPVTFT�BT�B�TUBSL�XBSOJOH�UP�UIF�DJUZ�T�
remaining inhabitants. Horri!ed witnesses saw 
dogs tearing at the corpses, but were instructed 
PWFS�MPVETQFBLFST�BOE�CZ�SBEJP�BOOPVODFNFOUT�
not to remove or bury them.17

Most of the victims of this massacre were 
FUIOJD� )B[BSBT�� 5IJT� GSFO[Z� PG� LJMMJOHT� XBT� JO�
all probability the worst single massacre in the 
entire history of modern Afghanistan.  It was 
JO� UIF� JNNFEJBUF� BGUFSNBUI� PG� UIFTF� LJMMJOHT�
UIBU� B� TVCTUBOUJBM� øPX� PG� )B[BSB� SFGVHFFT� GSPN�
Afghanistan commenced. More than any other 
FWFOU� UIF� .B[BS�F� 4IBSJG� NBTTBDSF� DSFBUFE� UIF�
JNQSFTTJPO� UIBU� GPS� )B[BSBT� UIFSF� DPVME� CF� OP�
con!dence of a secure future in Afghanistan. 
)B[BSBT� BSF� QIZTJDBMMZ� EJTUJODUJWF� IBWJOH� B�
Central Asian rather than southern European 
appearance, and they are also overwhelmingly 
Shiite rather than Sunni Muslims.18 This 
combination left them fatally exposed to radical 
Sunnis among the Taliban, who found no di"culty 
JO�TQPUUJOH�)B[BSBT�BOE�UBSHFUJOH�UIFN�

The majority of Afghan refugees who have 
SFBDIFE�"VTUSBMJB�CZ�CPBU�IBWF�CFFO�)B[BSBT�19 
There is nothing surprising in this. Compared 
UP�NBOZ� PUIFS�"GHIBOT�)B[BSBT� IBWF� B� TUSPOH�

17� �3VQFSU�$PMWJMMF�A0OF�.BTTBDSF�5IBU�%JEO�U�(SBC�UIF�
World’s Attention’, International Herald Tribune (7 
August 1999).

18� �8JMMJBN�.BMFZ�A)B[BSBT��JO�The Oxford Encyclopedia of 
the Islamic World�FE��+PIO�-��&TQPTJUP�	/FX�:PSL��0YGPSE�
University Press, 2009), vol. II, pp. 385–386.

19  Alessandro Monsutti, ‘La migration afghane en 
"VTUSBMJF�FU�FO�/PVWFMMF�;ÏMBOEF��Afghanistan Info, 
no.61, 2007, pp.15-17.
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tradition of mobility,20 but they have also 
been subject to regular discrimination and 
QFSTFDVUJPO� TJODF� BU� MFBTU� UIF� A)B[BSB� 8BST��
of 1891–1893. One might have hoped that the 
overthrow of the Taliban regime in late 2001 
would have turned the situation around for 
)B[BSBT�BOE�GPS�TPNF�ZFBST�BGUFS�UIF�USBOTJUJPO�
began, there was considerable optimism 
BNPOHTU�)B[BSBT�UIBU�UIFZ�IBE�öOBMMZ�UVSOFE�UIF�
DPSOFS�� #VU� UIF�XFBLOFTT�PG� UIF�,BS[BJ� SFHJNF�
and the resurgence of Taliban violence, served 
UP�LJMM�Pò�UIFTF�IPQFT�BOE�QSPNQU�OFX�SFGVHFF�
NPWFNFOUT�� 5SBHJDBMMZ� NBTTBDSFT� PG� )B[BSBT�
have resumed. A recent Reuters report (‘Police 
!nd 11 beheaded bodies in Afghan south’, 25 
+VOF�����
�HJWFT�B�HSJN�øBWPVS�PG�XIBU�SJTLT�MJF�
JO�XBJU�GPS�UIF�VOMVDLZ�

Afghanistan, June 25 (Reuters): The bodies of 11 
men, their heads cut o# and placed next to them, 
have been found in a violent southern province 
of Afghanistan, a senior police o"cial said on 
Friday. A police patrol discovered the bodies on 
5IVSTEBZ�JO�UIF�,IBT�6SV[HBO�EJTUSJDU�PG�6SV[HBO�
province, north of the Taliban stronghold of 
,BOEBIBS�TBJE�QPMJDF�PóDJBM�.PIBNNBE�(VMBC�
8BSEBL��A5IJT�XBT�UIF�XPSL�PG�UIF�5BMJCBO��5IFZ�
beheaded these men because they were ethnic 
)B[BSBT�BOE�4IJ�JUF�.VTMJNT��IF�TBJE��

It is particularly alarming that this has occurred 
JO� 6SV[HBO� UIF� QSPWJODF� JO� XIJDI� TVCTUBOUJBM�
numbers of Australian troops are deployed to 
boost local security.

)B[BSB� GFBST� BU� QSFTFOU� BSF� HSBWFMZ� BHHSBWBUFE�
by the widespread claims from both Western 
political !gures and Afghan President Hamed 
,BS[BJ� UIBU� TPNF� LJOE� PG� SFDPODJMJBUJPO� XJUI�
the Taliban is required. These range from the 
widely publicised statement of the then British 
foreign secretary, David Miliband, that ‘Dialogue 
QSPWJEFT� BO� BMUFSOBUJWF� UP� öHIU� PS� øJHIU�21 to 
1SFTJEFOU� ,BS[BJ�T� PGU�SFQFBUFE� EFTDSJQUJPO� PG�

20  Alessandro Monsutti, War and Migration: Social 
/FUXPSLT�BOE�&DPOPNJD�4USBUFHJFT�PG�UIF�)B[BSBT�PG�
Afghanistan�	/FX�:PSL��3PVUMFEHF�����
�

21  David Miliband, ‘How to Win the War in Afghanistan’, 
/FX�:PSL�3FWJFX�PG�#PPLT (29 April 2010).

the Taliban as ‘brothers’. With the terms of 
TVDI� ASFDPODJMJBUJPO�� TUJMM� VODMFBS� UIFSF� JT� B� SJTL�
that one outcome of current political processes 
(should they amount to anything) could be a 
ATQIFSFT� PG� JOøVFODF�� BHSFFNFOU� UIBU� XPVME�
concede local dominion to the Taliban in some 
QSPWJODFT�� 5IF� TJUVBUJPO� GPS� )B[BSBT� JO� TVDI�
QSPWJODFT� XPVME� MJLFMZ� CF� EJSF�� /P� POF� TIPVME�
be the least surprised if, faced with the prospect 
that the Taliban might return to power, many 
NPSF�)B[BSBT�NPWF�UP�FTDBQF�

In the face of severe social dislocation over a 
number of decades, many Afghans have returned 
to their literary and artistic traditions as a way 
of salvaging meaningful components of their 
lives. As well as calligraphy, Afghanistan has 
a very rich oral tradition, based on storytelling 
and poetry;22 it has distinctive musical 
traditions;23 it has a long tradition of miniature 
painting in the classical Persian style;24 and 
it has a recent experience of representational 
art,25 and even more recently of cinema.26 
3FGVHFFT� GSPN� "GHIBOJTUBO� PGUFO� IBWF� øFE�
with almost no material possessions, but many 
carry memories or understandings of their own 
cultural experiences that enrich them in ways 
that are waiting to be tapped. Artistic expression 
provides one channel for accessing these riches.

22  For example, Margaret A. Mills, Rhetorics and Politics in 
Afghan Traditional Storytelling (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1991) and Wali Ahmadi, Modern 
Persian Literature in Afghanistan: Anomalous Visions of 
History and Form�	/FX�:PSL��3PVUMFEHF�����
�

23� �)JSPNJ�-PSSBJOF�4BLBUB�Music in the Mind: The Concepts 
of Music and Musician in Afghanistan (Washington DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002).

24� �)Bö[VMMBI�&NBEJ�Culture and Customs of Afghanistan 
	4BOUB�#BSCBSB��(SFFOXPPE�1SFTT�����
�Q������

25  Mohammad Alam Farhad with Arley Loewen, ‘Drawing 
#BDL�UIF�$VSUBJO��"SU�BOE�"SUJTUT�PG�"GHIBOJTUBO��JO�
Arley Loewen and Josette McMichael (eds), Images of 
Afghanistan: Exploring Afghan Culture through Art and 
Literature (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2010) pp. 
251–261.

26� �.BSL�(SBIBN�Afghanistan in the Cinema (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2010), pp. 85–110. 
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Refugee Art

There are manifold connections between the 
artistic life and the refugee experience. In some 
cases artists have become refugees because 
their artistic expression has enraged the powers 
UIBU�CF�UIF�QBJOUFS�0TDBS�,PLPTDILB�DPNFT�UP�
mind—or because they have served as voices 
for the vulnerable in circumstances of misery 
or despair. In totalitarian societies, the control 
of artistic expression can be a powerful tool 
to symbolise the claims of the state to control 
di#erent spheres of social life.27 Thus, in the 
Soviet Union the philosophy of socialist realism 
in art and literature marginalised painters 
such as Kasimir Malevich and writers such as 
"OOB� "LINBUPWB� XIJMF� JO� /B[J� (FSNBOZ� UIF�
denunciation of ‘decadent art’ became code for 
the persecution of Jewish artists. But this is not 
the only way in which the artistic and refugee 
experiences can come together. Art can also 
be an outlet for the deepest sentiments and the 
JOOFSNPTU� GFBST� UIBU� ESJWF� QFPQMF� UP� øFF� GSPN�
UIF�GBNJMJBS�UP�UIF�VOLOPXO��5IFSF�BSF�B�OVNCFS�
of reasons why this might be the case. 

One is that artistic endeavours such as 
painting can overcome some of the barriers to 
communication that arise from the diversity of 
TQPLFO�MBOHVBHFT��*�TBZ�ATPNF��CFDBVTF�EJòFSFOU�
cultures develop their own ways of conveying 
emotions, as the complexities of understanding 
GBDJBM� FYQSFTTJPOT�BDSPTT� DVMUVSFT�NBLF�DMFBS�28 
Nonetheless, images can be crafted that convey 
messages that would be extremely di"cult to 
formulate in words. 

Another is that art is more than simply the 
recording of visual images, more than simply a 
snapshot of afterimages on the artist’s retina. 
*O� QBSU� JU� SFøFDUT� UIF� BSUJTU�T� DIPJDF� PG� TVCKFDU��
1JDBTTP�T� (VFSOJDB� JT� B� EJòFSFOU� QBJOUJOH� GSPN�
Breugel’s Hunters in the Snow and Munch’s 

27� �*HPS�(PMPNTUPDL�Totalitarian Art In the Soviet Union, 
The Third Reich, Fascist Italy and the People’s Republic of 
China�	/FX�:PSL��0WFSMPPL�1SFTT�����
�

28� �"OOB�8JFS[CJDLB�Emotions across Languages 
and Cultures: Diversity and Universals (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999).

5IF�4DSFBN��#VU� JU�BMTP� SFøFDUT� UIF�BSUJTU�T�PXO�
dispositions, a point famously embodied in E. H. 
(PNCSJDI�T� UIFPSZ� UIBU� ANBLJOH�� PDDVST� CFGPSF�
‘matching’.29� "� A(VFSOJDB�� QBJOUFE� CZ� .VODI�
would be a very di#erent painting from Picasso’s 
original. There is something very personal about 
artistic expression, which is why factory prints 
TPNFIPX� MBDL� UIF� DIBSN� PG� PSJHJOBM� XPSLT��
Originals, whether masterpieces of art or simply 
naïve art, o#er to the viewers the heart and soul 
of the artist.

But perhaps most importantly, art can o#er 
a form of release for those who have been 
traumatised, as is the case with so many 
refugees. By depicting their experiences through 
artistic means, the victims of trauma can put 
some distance between their past horri!c 
experiences and the rhythm of contemporary 
life. These techniques were used with refugee 
children from Afghanistan during the 1980s, 
and have been used in many contexts since.30 
It continues to be a relevant device for assisting 
the process of recovery from trauma. Refugee 
art in this sense is thus of more than aesthetic or 
political interest. It o#ers a pathway for escape 
from the demons created by those who either 
QFSTFDVUF�SFGVHFFT�PS�MPDL�UIFN�VQ�BT�UIFZ�TFFL�
to escape to freedom. It is something we should 
all admire, celebrate, and cherish.  

29� �&��)��(PNCSJDI�Art and Illusion: A Study in the 
Psychology of Pictorial Representation (London: 
Phaidon, 1960).

30� �%FCSB�,BMNBOPXJU[�BOE�#PCCZ�-MPZE�	FET
�Art 
Therapy and Political Violence: With Art, Without Illusion 
	/FX�:PSL��3PVUMFEHF�����
�
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K, Portrait of H, pencil on paper, 29x41cm


